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MINISTER OF WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS




NATIONAL ASSEMBLY:  ORAL QUESTIONS FOR WRITTEN REPLY


The draft replies to the questions asked by members of the Standing Committee on Appropriations during the briefing the Appropriation Bill (B3-2012) by the Department on 22 May 2012 are attached for your consideration.
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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

FOR WRITTEN REPLY

QUESTIONS

DATE OF ORAL QUESTION:  22 MAY 2012


What measures are in place to ensure that vacant posts are filled? (CS)
Can the Depart give an expenditure report on the transfers to the Provinces? (Regions)
What informs the Treasury’s down ward revision of the budget of the Department? Was this as a result of under-spending or irregular expenditure? (CFO)
The Department has spent 46% of the budget in 9 months, and by the end of the fourth quarter, the total expenditure was at 91%. (CFO)
	How did the Department manage to jump to 91% from 46% 
On which projects did the Department spent the budget on the fourth quarter
	Who takes the responsibility for the debt raised by TCTA? (aCFO WTE and TCTA)
Whether TCTA receives budget from the Department and how is the budget used? (TCTA and aCFO WTE)
What is the total debt incurred by TCTA? (aCFO WTE and TCTA)
What is the catch regarding the contribution of the parties that are not coming on board in the De Hoop project? (NWRI, aCFO WTE)
What is the amount of fruitless and irregular expenditure? (CFO)
What are the measures taken by the Department to attract the scarce skills in OSD posts? (CS)
Which skills are difficult to attract and what practical measures is the Department taking to address this challenge? (CS)
Is the R209m that is part of under expenditure as a result of the ordering of wrong pipes at Nandoni dam? (NWRI and aCFO WTE)
What is plan B in the event that mines do not come on board at the De Hoop project? How is the money going to be raised? (NWRI, aCFO WTE and TCTA)
What is the state of the backlog in the allocation of Water Use Licenses? (Regions)
What is the position now in Stompiesfontein dam in Ceres? (CS)
Is the R90m allocated to Mossel bay for water purification already spent? (Regions)
How many people are not having access to water due to incomplete dams? (P&R)
What other big projects are in the pipe line besides the ones presented? (P&R)
Where is the money for court cases allocated? (CFO)
Is the R784m recorded as under expenditure accurately captured? (CFO)
During the previous engagement, the Department reported that DBAC and other committees of SCM are not properly constituted and what is the situation now? (CFO)
Was the wrong capturing of R200m instead of R20m due to incapacity of the officials or mismanagement? (CFO)
What is the reason for the under-spending on the borehole projects and how much is the increase in borehole projects? (Regions)
Since the Department knows in advance about the allocations for the next financial year, why is the Department failing to plan in terms of expenditure? (CFO)
Does the in-house construction unit of the Department have capacity to deal with the construction projects? (NWRI)
	What are the implications in terms of PFMA if the Department is not going on tender with some of the construction projects? (NWRI and aCFO WTE)
What impact did the Department make in answering to the call made by the President on job creation during the State of the Nation? (CS and COO)
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REPLY:

Human Resources Transactions (HRT) has embarked on the following measures to address the challenge relating to the filling of vacancy posts;
	Human Resources Transactions (HRT) produces a monthly PERSAL report which includes an analysis of all vacant posts and forwards it to line management through Corporate Services

	Line management then identifies posts to be advertised and filled, and prioritizes Core, Critical and Scarce skills posts.

	Human Resources Management advertises the posts through media and the DPSA website, depending on the level of the post.
	Once posts are advertised with closing dates, short-listing and interviewing panels are formed and approved at an appropriate level.

Interviews are then scheduled through HRM where after suitable applicants are appointed into vacant posts. 
Various verification and clearance processes are undertaken to establish the suitability of an applicant into a vacant post.
Depending on the level of the post applicants may also be sent for a Competence assessment prior to appointment into vacant posts.

(2)	The details of the expenditure report are attached in Annexure A	
(3)	Apart from the fact that the National Treasury makes an analyses of the past expenditure trend of the department in order to implement efficiency savings process, the other contributing factor to the down-ward revision of the budget from 2011/12 to 2012/13 financial year was the transfer of functions of the natural resources programmes (Working For Water and Working on Fire) budgets which were transferred to the DEA.
.
(4)        (i)	The spending patterns of major programmes such Regional Bulk Infrastructure   Programme (RBIP), Accelerated Community Infrastructure Programme (ACIP) and Transfers cannot be on a straight line as the expenditure happen in line with payment schedules and implementation plans. It then follows that since municipal financial years only commence in June, the expenditure will start moving during the second half of the departmental financial year. The schedule 6 allocation to municipalities only started the transfer process in the 2nd quarter. 
         
            (ii)
	RBIP spent 56% of the allocation in the 4th quarter.
	Water services projects, Spent 44% of the allocation in the 4th quarter. Note that 38% could not be spent and it was requested for rollover.
	ACIP also spent above 70% of the allocation in the 4th quarter.
	Borehole project only spent 47% in the last quarter, and note that about 27% has been requested for rollover.


(5)	The ultimate guarantee is provided by the Government through either implicit or explicit guarantee. This means that there are a lot of mitigation measures being put in place before the Government guarantee can be recalled. This is achieved through the risk transfer to various parties including the Off-takers. For example during construction the contractor assumes the risk through penalties and performance bond. The banks don’t bank the project on the premise of a guarantee but do so on the premise of the cash flow robustness.

(6)	TCTA does not receive budget for the off budget directive as these are funded from the capital markets, development finance institutions and banks. It only receives budget for a component earmarked for the social users if the directive is meant to benefit both the social and commercial off takers. In such a case the budget transferred to TCTA will be in proportion to the percentage earmarked for social users and the rest need to be sourced from the market. We only have two projects (MCWAP-1 and ORWRDP) that have a dual benefit of social and commercial users out of the seven projects implemented by TCTA. The DWA budget transfer is used on capital expenditure and proportionate overheads of TCTA as it is the case with the commercial funding.

(7) 	To date it’s approximately, R32 billion including the committed funding that will be drawn down in the next months as dictated by the progress on capital expenditure requirement.
The debt is largely incurred for industrial users like Sasol, Eskom, Exxaro, Rand Water and four big Municipalities in KZN (Ethekwini, Msunduzi, Ilemebe and Mgungundlovu). On each project the consultation process is very extensive and extends beyond years in order to sign the Water User Agreements for tariff payments. This happens long before the funds can be raised. In all instances, it’s the off-takers who approach the Department of Water Affairs with their water requirement due to expansion on their business plans. This makes Off-takers to fully appreciate that the debt will be for their own accounts. However, the Municipalities in KZN have been vociferous on the view that says Government should fund the bulk infrastructure for raw water. As such the situation remains fluid in as far as the repayment for the Mooi Mgeni Transfer Scheme-2 infrastructure is concerned despite the Agreements for tariff payments being signed.
(8)	The initial impression from the mining fraternity in the area is that implementing the current configuration will make the water too expensive.  It appears that their objective is to influence the process of deciding on the accepted pipe configuration and financial model in an attempt to make the water more economical. The plan is to appoint an Independent team to review and analyze the Miners proposal versus the planned scheme configuration to ensure that an informed decision is taken with regard to the remaining phases of the De Hoop project.
(9)	Audited and published (2010/11) 
Fruitless and wasteful:  				 R369 000 
Irregular: 	
Opening balance						12 525 000
Add: Irregular expenditure – relating to prior year		46 978 000
Add: Irregular expenditure – relating to current year	13 953 000 
Less: Amounts condoned					(4 458 000)
Less: Amounts recoverable (not condoned)		       (1 000)
Irregular expenditure awaiting condonation			68 997 000
An amount of R58 920 000 has been disclosed in the draft 2011/12 financial year AFS as condoned as approved by the delegated official.
 (10)	Firstly, DWA utilizes the Learning Academy to create an own pool of people with OSD related qualifications and skills.

	The Learning Academy is a technical and scarce skills development programme which was initiated in 2007 as a response to the specific skills shortage challenge affecting both the Department and the national water sector. 
	The Learning Academy is designed to meet specific organisational requirements, lead a sustained campaign to secure a steady supply of high-level skills in water-related science, engineering, and technical disciplines in order to meet projected demands within DWA and the water sector as a whole. 

The Learning Academy responds to the imperatives mentioned with a dual focus by addressing both the academic and professional development components that will provide aspiring engineers, scientists and technicians the opportunity to be exposed to real-time professional experiences and valuable work experience. 
The Professional Development Component deals with the development of Graduate Trainees. The Graduate Trainees are pre-dominantly bursars of DWA who on completion of their qualification are placed in the workplace for a minimum period of three years, where they are exposed to real-time service delivery aspects, skills development and Departmental projects (on-the-job training) under the guidance of a mentor. 
	In total, 226 Graduate Trainees are in the programme as at March 2012 and all of the trainees have been placed successfully with mentors based on their rotational training schedules in the various regions and national office directorates of the Department. These Graduate Trainees do not as yet meet the minimum requirements of the department’s entry level posts.
Secondly 
	In addition the Department has signed MOU with 18 Institutes of Higher Learning (IHL) (UP, TUT, UL, UV, VUT, CUT, UFS, US, UCT, UWC, CPUT, NMMU, DUT, UZ, UKZN, UJ, WITS, WSU) and have allocated 494 bursaries for studies in the engineering and science disciplines.

The Department advertises OSD posts in line with the OSD provisions, where applicants could qualify for a good salary package depending on their number of years experience for certain OSD posts.
The Department is also in discussions with our current OSD employees on various OSD related matters, and we have scheduled a workshop to further strengthen our relationship with our employees for retention purposes. The workshop is scheduled for the 1 June 2012.

(11)	The skills that are difficult to attract are Engineers and Scientists due to competition with the private and other Sectors such as Energy.
The Department has developed a capacity building strategy in relation to Core, critical and scarce skills, which are primarily OSD related. The primary components of the strategy are the following:
	The Department has engaged the Department of Public Works for the purpose of accessing their database of retired and available Engineers that could be contracted by DWA to pluck the capacity gaps within.

The Department has started to conduct search for qualified and available Engineers. To date three (3) Engineers have been sourced for placement within DWA. Interviews have been held with two of the sourced Engineers by Southern Operations with the intention of placing one (1) in a permanent post and the other in a Candidate Engineer post. The third Engineer will be interviewed in due course.
The Learning Academy has provided line management with a list of graduate trainees in Science and Engineering who are completing their training and who will be ready for absorption into the Department. To date 35 Graduate trainees have been placed within the Department.
The Department is focusing on a Knowledge Transfer Process – through Mentoring and Coaching for Young Graduate Trainees, Learners and Interns for possible placement into permanent posts.

(12)	The ordering of wrong pipes amounting to some R200 million resulted in potential fruitless and wasteful expenditure and the matter is currently being handled by the Department’s Legal Services, the wrong pipes needed to be replaced with steel pipes and that was planned to happen during the 2011/12 financial year. This has resulted in an under expenditure for the completion at Nandoni Bulk Distribution System amounting to R182 million during financial 2011/12. The procurement process was only finalised and orders placed during April 2012 and in this regard National Treasury was requested to roll-over this amount given the commitments for pipe materials and construction
(13)	Currently, alternative implementation strategies include the following: 
	implement entire project as government water works and all off-takers pay as per pricing strategy, with social water requirements prioritized;

regional parts of the project to be funded through Regional Bulk Infrastructure Grant (RBIG); and
institute a systems tariff to minimise the cost of the water in the greater Olifants River catchment area.

(14)	To date the backlog is 432 of which 56 has been sent to the delegated authority for final signature leaving backlog to be processed at 376.

New applications received during 2011

908 applications received during 2011 of which 307 are finalised and an additional 10 are awaiting final signature leaving 591 being processed (908-317=591).

New application received during 2012

133 new applications were received since January 2012 of which 20 are finalised leaving 113 to be processed.  

An additional 26 cases/WULAs are referred back to DWA Water Tribunal to reconsider of which 4 are awaiting signature leaving 22 to yet to be finalised. 

(15)	The issue regarding the Stompiesfontein Dam in the Koue Bokkeveld, Ceres district relates to the Carl van der Merwe Trust which applied during August 2008 for a licence to construct an off-channel dam to store additional water.  The understanding that the application was not to take more water but to improve the operations of the current taking from an existing storage dam, shared by three (3) parties and with a dead storage of 400 000 m3. 

The building an off-channel dam was to replace the dead storage volume with an off-channel dam at a higher elevation. The taking of water will be limited to the proportional allocation from the existing storage dam. This was not clearly understood by this department when considering this application.

The original application was erroneously turned down by this department during 2010 on the understanding that the applicant also applied for taking of additional quantity of water from the resource.  

The applicant appealed with the tribunal during 2011 against the decision because they did not apply for more water but only to improve the current operations by building the off-channel storage. The tribunal case hearing was earmarked for 15 March 2012, but was postponed and the matter referred to Legal Services to discuss with Letsema regarding the oversight regarding the application to store. 

With assistance from this department a further application was made by the applicant with the department to store water in the proposed Stompiesfontein Dam.  The water use license application has been sent to the delegated authority for final signature and it is anticipated to be finalised before end of May 2012. 

(16)	In 2010/11, the department received an amount of R92m (not R90m) in Drought Relief Programme for the construction of desalination plant in Mossel Bay. The whole amount was transferred to the Mossel Bay Municipality, and to date 100% has been spent. The plant is currently operational. 
(17)	Where dams are incomplete or nearing completion such communities in the area are served by interim water supplies such as limited boreholes or water tankers that are often inadequate or unreliable. The new water infrastructure is not only the dam itself but also the connection and distribution networks that are needed for full implementation. An example is the De Hoop Dam in Limpopo province where many villages currently have a water supply but which is far less than what is reckoned as a basic level of water supply. It is estimated that an additional one million people in the Greater Sekhukune area (including the Nebo Plateau) will benefit when all the phases of the project has been completed. The department is also placing a special focus on a program to serve people from 38 dams that can be regarded as under utilized or built for a single purpose without communities benefitting from it. It is estimated that an additional 477 000 people can be better served one this program has been completed. An example of progress in this regard is the Taung Dam in North West where a full water supply system has been completed.
(18) 	
Great Letaba River Development Project: entailing Tzaneen Dam Raising & Construction of Nwamitwa Dam in Limpopo - To meet the projected growing primary supply requirements in the Mopani municipal area, to improve the water availability for the riverine ecosystem and to stabilize water availability to the irrigation sector including the establishment of resource poor farmers. Feasibility Study completed. Preparation for implementation is in progress. Water delivery expected in 2016/17.
	Mzimvubu Water Project - entailing construction of a Multipurpose Dam, Water Treatment Plant, Pipelines, Reservoirs and associated works to anchor the Mzimvubu Development Zone initiative of the Eastern Cape Province. Feasibility study in progress. Completion estimated in 2018.
	Mkomazi Water Project Phase 1: Construction of Smithfield Dam and Delivery Tunnel - To augment the water supply to eThekwini, uMgungundlovu and the surrounding areas. Feasibility study in progress. Water delivery date estimated at 2020.
	Western Cape Water Supply System Augmentation Project: Upgrading of the Voelvlei Supplement Scheme and Associated Works - To augment the water supply to the City of Cape Town and the surrounding areas. Feasibility study currently in progress. Water delivery date estimated at 2018.
	Mzimkulu River- Ncwabeni Off-Channel Storage and associated works- Ensure a reliable water supply to the northern part of the Lower KZN South Coast during dry periods. Feasibility study in progress. Water delivery estimated on 2017/18.

 Koonap River - Foxwood Dam and associated works - To secure water supply for domestic & small scale irrigation in Adelaide and surrounding areas in Eastern Cape. Feasibility Study just started.
 Augmentation of Lusikisiki Regional Water Supply Scheme: Construction of Zalu Dam and associated works on the Xura River - To secure water supply for domestic & small scale irrigation in Lusikisiki and surrounding areas in the Eastern Cape. Feasibility Study in progress. Construction completion estimated at 2016/17.

(19)	The expenditure incurred for court cases reflect as contingency liabilities
(20)	Yes.  The amount reflect on the presentation was the figures related to big projects with high values and it’s not the entire elements that contributed to the under-spending
(21)	The new Departmental Bid Adjudication Committee was appointed with effective from March 2012
(22)	This was merely a human error; the payment was discovered and recalled before it was released to the service provider.
(23)	An amount of R26 million was made available through request of rollovers and an additional R10 million was reprioritized within programme 4: Regional Implementation and Support. The R10 million could not be spent due to the expansion of the scope of work in the project, with additional regions added, Trans-Caledon Tunnel Authority (TCTA) had to rework on scope of work for additional provinces. This caused the delay in finalising the project before the end of March 2012. Most of the work was completed towards the end of March, and the Department requested and expected TCTA to finish the work and submit invoices on 26 March 2012. However, the work was not completed on the said date.
 (24)	The department has acknowledged the inefficiency in planning as a result efforts are put in place to ensure that in future proper planning is done according to the budget cycle processes e.g. establishment of budget committee to conduct quarterly review on financial performance against performance information 
(25)	Yes, the DWA construction does have capacity. The table with the number of engineers, artisans and scientist is attached as Annexure B
(26) 	In principle the fact that the Department has its own Construction unit it is imperative to ensure that the existing capacity is used and this capacity is augmented where necessary by external service providers if one was to ignore the in-house capacity and outsource all construction work this would be a contravention of the PFMA as the cost of the in-house construction capacity would be fruitless and wasteful. We do however recognize that there is always a need to ensure that the in-house services costs and quality is regularly benchmarked against industry standards and we are in the process of developing the necessary due diligence tests to ensure that we are receiving value for money from our in-house construction compared to what can be obtained from the market. This is an ongoing process and will be further refined to become more effective as an assessment tool. The DWA construction unit cannot tender against private firms, it is a completely different risk environment. A due diligence test is done beforehand to verify the reasonableness of costs
(27)	All our programmes put together, have created 4588 jobs including youth and women and a further 4 800 will be created during 2012/13 financial year. These jobs will be created mainly through the regional bulk infrastructure programme, the water resources augmentation programme and our rehabilitation and refurbishment programmes.  



